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One of the most complex and significant financial
events in peoples' lives is the purchase or sale of a
home. Because of the complexity and importance
of this transaction, people typically seek the help
of real estate brokers when buying or selling real
estate. Brokers such as Cheryl Ormsby.

Cheryl has worked in the local area for 20 years.
She has a thorough knowledge of the real estate
market in her communities. She knows which
neighborhoods will best fit clients' needs and
budgets. The problem is that potential clients
don’t know she is out there. By expanding her
sphere of influence through these social
marketing tactics, Cheryl has the potential to
reach prospective clients and increase her
networking base.

Current Performance

Social marketing gives new opportunities for staying 
connected to your whole network whether that be 
expanding your networking base or finding potential 
clients. It has become essential for real estate brokers 
to market themselves without appearing too pushy. 
Now for the good news and the bad news. The bad 
news is that Cheryl  is currently not active in social 
marketing. The good news she is excited and willing 
for the time commitment it takes to maintain and 
grow a social networking base.  Her positive energy, 
dedication to her clients and knowledge of the area 
and industry provide great opportunities to begin a 
successful and lasting relationship with potential 
clients and professionals in the area. 



Competitors

Corcoran Group is a great example of how real
estate agencies are going above and beyond to
make themselves available for buyers and sellers.
Corcoran differentiates itself by simply being
available and open. They are active on many
different sites and are actively maintaining their
profiles. On their “Do More” tab on their Facebook
you can connect with them on Twitter, Facebook,
YouTube, Foursquare and all the top digital
platforms. Simply put, Corcoran has found a way to
be everywhere for their clients. This is the first step
to converting fans and followers into buyers and
sellers. Mirroring tactics from social real estate
evolutionaries like Corcoran, Cheryl has a prime
opportunity to position herself as the local expert
in all things residential real estate.

Customers

In today’s world, people are no longer restricted
to working with real estate brokers and relying on
Multi-Listing Services to find a house. They are not
restricted to working with their bank to get an
approval for a mortgage, running around from
one open house to another, being swayed by
pressure tactics and relying on other people to
purchase a home. Not anymore.

Consumers have choices.
Consumers are in control.

They can choose whatever, whenever and however
they want to access information. Cheryl needs to
position herself as an instant resource in these
channels that the customers are accessing.

84% of all buyers
searched on the 
internet before 
buying a home
-National Association of Realtors



As with all social 
media platforms, 
you have to think 

before you  
P.O.S.T.

PEOPLE OBJECTIVES
People hate to be sold, but they love to buy.
They hate blatant advertising. People want to
be interacted with. They are looking for some
to provide them with genuine help and help
answer their questions. Cheryl will provide
helpful information where these first time
homebuyers are asking and engage with local
professionals to expand her networking base.
Once this is done, people will come to her.
They’ll seek Cheryl out and they’ll find her.

•Expand networking base by providing quality
information on real estate social networking
sites
• Gain real estate leads and find new clients
by actively presenting valuable assistance
•Increase Google Rank by using industry
buzzwords on About Me section of profiles



STRATEGY TECHNOLOGIES
Expand Cheryl’s sphere of influence in the
digital realm by emerging as the local expert
on everything residential real estate.

•Active Rain
•Trulia
•Facebook
•Twitter
•YouTube
•QR Codes



About
ActiveRain is a real estate networking site 
for real estate professionals. With over 
200,000 professionals it is easy to expand  
your networking base and gain knowledge 
of the industry. 

Tactics
• Cheryl will use the unique referral program 
to find the best real estate leads and form 
local real estate relationships. One of the best 
parts of the referral service is the ability to 
search on a local level.
•She can also share her knowledge by 
maintaining a blog presence on this free site. 
Through this, she will be able to see how 
many clicks, views and comments her posts 
receive and can adjust her editorial calendar 
based on popularity and demand for certain 
topics. 

Audience Snapshot
Based on internet averages, 

activerain.com is visited more 
frequently by females who are 

in the age range 45-54 and 
received some college

education.





Reach Change

Yesterday 0.13600 +11% 

7 day 0.12700 +4% 

1 month 0.11990 +7% 

3 month 0.11280 +37% 

Percent of global Internet users who visit 
trulia.com

About
Trulia is a real estate search engine that helps users find homes 
for sale and provides real estate information at the local level to 
help users make better decisions in the process. Trulia is also a 
tool for real estate professionals to market their listings, view real 
estate data and promote their services.

Tactics
• Cheryl will use the My Leads section to manage her leads 
effectively and respond to consumer inquiries directly through 
Trulia.
•On Trulia’s My Listings page, Cheryl can extend her reach 
beyond Trulia’s 11 million unique monthly. She will be able to 
submit open house times directly to Facebook and can notify her 
entire Facebook network.
• Through Trulia Voices Cheryl can answer local questions from 
potential clients and area professionals as well asking her own 
questions to gain market advantages. 





About
Facebook has become the dominant social 
networking site for people of all ages. More 
than 500 million people are registered with 
Facebook, and more than half of them check 
their Facebook page every day.
But Facebook can be more than just a 
personal page, you can use Facebook to 
promote your business without appearing to 
be a pushy spammer.

Tactics
Look to your right to see a Facebook profile prototype.
1. Personalized information such as name and employment improve Google Ranking. 
2. Showcasing pictures of houses for sale lets friends browse through your photos, comment on them and allow their 

friends to see it as well.
3. Clients want to know that they are appreciated, send them “thank yous” and show that you are proud of their new 

property.
4. Remember the blog posts for ActiveRain and Trulia Voices? Well the Facebook Notes app is a great opportunity to 

prove your expertise to different markets. 
5. Virtual home tours let viewers feel like they are at a showing without having to change from their pajamas. 
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About
Twitter is a social networking and micro-blogging 
service that allows users to publish “tweets” or short 
blogs of 140 characters in length in order to pass a 
message on to the world. Twitter starts out as a 
method for just posting status then quietly transforms 
into a super powerful communication method. 

Tactics
•Create a custom Twitter background. This humanizes and personalizes your tweets.
•Monitor the city’s Twitter hashtag for relevant information and engage in conversations 
about the city.
•Build relationships by replying, retweeting and engaging with your connections.
•Use TwitPic to share photos of listed properties and of clients that are first time 
homebuyers putting their first sold sign over the for sale sign. 

Twitter is a great 
way to become 

known, build your 
network and find 

answers to 
everyday, real-
world business 

problems — FAST. 
– Laura Fitton 
“@pistachio”

@CherylAOrmsby_Broker



Discovery
Not only is Twitter excellent for 
distributing information 
rapidly, but it is also a tool for 
discovering information. You 
can be the “first to know” in 
your network and then spread 
it out. 

Retweeting
If you send a message that 
somebody else sees and likes, 
it is simple to send it to their 
followers. Going viral has never 
been so easy. 

Searchable
If you want to know what 
people are saying about 
something there are tools that 
help you work through the 
millions and millions of tweets. 
You can even automate 
different searches and have 
them deliver information to 
you on a regular basis, so that 
you are informed on breaking 
news on the subjects of your 
interests. Like the real estate 
market perhaps?

Brevity
Because each message is only 
140 long, you have to make 
your point. Fast. So a lot of the 
“verbal vomit” that floats 
around on TV and the internet 
has to be reduced for value, or 
it will be ignored. This lets your 
followers stay tuned into your 
message without distractions 
or possibly becoming bored. 

Immediacy
Twitter is available everywhere. 
You can access it through your 
smart phone, computer, tablet 
or any other internet device, 
this makes broadcasting 
instant information faster and 
more convenient. 

Public conversations
Since everybody following you 
can see your tweets, and you 
theirs, it’s like walking around 
in a gymnasium with 
everybody talking. If you find a 
conversation that interests you, 
you chime in and nobody is 
offended by the interruption

6benefits
TWITTER

of



About
While it’s already a known fact that over
80% of home buyers begin their search
on the Internet, there’s still a large
demand for originality among real
estate web sites. Virtual tours, mapping
technology, and neighborhood guides
seem like a step in the right direction,
but agents are in need of a new
differentiator. That said, agents who
want to lead the pack have begun
creating engaging videos, utilizing
YouTube and other online marketing
vehicles to generate leads and
ultimately close sales. Featuring
qualities that can’t be captured by still
photos, these videos are the latest cost-
efficient marketing tool and they’re not
alone. Coldwell Banker’s YouTube channel

Uses
•Cheryl can display house tours of current properties she has listed.
•Submitting personalized “thank yous” to past clients will personalize her image and show to prospective clients that 
she truly cares for her customers.
• There are many stresses along with moving. Cheryl will help movers feel more at ease with videos ranging from 
packing tips to home inspections.  



Tactics
•Using their smart phone consumers can 
scan QR Codes on signs placed in front of 
listed properties and flyers in the takeaway 
boxes. This will instantly direct consumers to 
the Cheryl’s website detailing the listing 
specifications. Then at the touch of a button 
they can instantly call or email her! Cheryl 
will quickly become known as the real estate 
agent with cutting-edge technology.

Take a picture of this QR Code and see 
where it takes you. 

Quick Response codes (QR 
codes) and other two-
dimensional codes are 
expected to achieve 
widespread use this year – and 
for good reason. Consumers 
want immediate access to 
what’s relevant and QR codes 
are being used to make that 
possible.

About
QR codes are two-dimensional (2D) matrix barcodes that can hold thousands of 
alphanumeric characters of information. Their ability to hold more information and 
their ease of use makes them practical for small businesses.
When you scan or read a QR code with your iPhone, Android or other camera-
enabled Smartphone, you can link to digital content on the web; activate a 
number of phone functions including email, IM and SMS; and connect the mobile 
device to a web browser.



About
This social media tactical plan will be effectively evaluated through the following 
metrics and online tools.

Quantitative
•Determine the number of new 
clients and business partnerships 
that come directly through social 
media efforts
•Track the reach tweets through 
TweetReach
• Count the number of new fans 
and followers on Twitter and 
Facebook
•Look at the number of views on 
YouTube
•Count the number of comments 
on blogs from ActiveRain, Trulia 
and Facebook Notes
• Use Beqrious, a QR Code 
tracking system to evaluate the 
number of views to the website.

Qualitative
•Keep track of tweets through 
Twapperkeeper
•Analyze collected tweets with 
What the Trend
•Use Facebook insights to get 
activity and demographic data
•Ask new clients and business 
partnerships how they heard 
about Cheryl and alter schedule 
accordingly
• Determine the valence of 
responses to blog posts on 
ActiveRain, Trulia and Facebook 
Notes

For the Future
If Cheryl does well handling all these networking platforms she 
can engage in other social networking sites to improve her 
Google Ranking, such as LinkedIn and Zillow’s. Since she is new 
to social media, she should start off the basics so she does not 
become overwhelmed and burnt out. 



JANUARY

APRIL

MARCH
FEBRUARY

MAY

AUGUST

JULY

JUNE

SEPTEMBER

DECEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

Should I update my house’s MLS picture 
for the changing of the seasons? 

Saving up for your down payments

Questions to ask your lender

Signs you are ready to buy your first home

Checking the school districts—Is this 
where you want your children to learn?

Flipping a house—what do you need to be 
prepared for?

Marketing your home during the winter 
months

Putting your house on the market—is it 
ready?

Moving out—packing tips to stay 
organized

Secrets of a successful move

Selling your home during the holidays

Tax breaks for the new year

About
This editorial calendar provides a framework for possible blog topics that coincide with questions that arise when 
buying or selling your home. 
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